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THE ADVENT OF THE UNITED STATES INTERVENTION 
IN GREECE. THE FADING BRITISH PREPONDERANCE 

AGAINST THE BACKGROUND 
OF THE TREMBLING SOCIAL REGIME OF ATHENS

The fragile and uneasy peace achieved by the Varkiza Agreement was to 
be of short duration indeed, if it was to be left to the tender mercies of the 
government of Athens. A government with no roots in the country, forced 
to depend on the British military forces occupying the land, was bound on a 
program not of national reconciliation but of the material destruction of her 
political opponents. The cost of such an enterprise, if the “December War” 
was to be taken as an indication, would be prohibitive indeed.

Under these circumstances Britain had to commit, on a long range 
program, overwhelming military and financial resources, to the detriment of 
her other obligations both at home and at her possessions abroad, if she was 
going to sustain in Greece the regime installed by her armed forces. In that 
task Britain was inevitably going to rely on the support of the United States, 
which under the war-time cooperation of President Roosevelt and Prime 
Minister Churchill had more than on one occasion proven invaluable to the 
British designs on Greece.

Official American displeasure with the British assault on Greece in 
December of 1944, manifested in a variety of ways1, had not impended 
British diplomacy or obstructed British war efforts to invade Greece. The 
Yalta conference in February 1945 in Crimea attended by Roosevelt, Stalin 
and Churchill did not change the general order of things as had evolved since 
the Churchill-Stalin meeting of October of 1944 concerning Greece2. The

1. National Archives of the United States, Department o f State, Memorandum by the 
Secretary of State Stettinius to President Roosevelt of December 6, 1944. 868.(30/12-644.

2. See among others Stephan G. Xydis, Greece and the Great Powers 1944-1947, p. 73, 
Thessaloniki, 1963. Julius W. Pratt, A History of United States Foreign Policy, third edition, 
New Jersey, 1972, p. 433.
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Soviet Union at that meeting preoccupied, as she was, with her national 
security and the establishment, on a firm basis, of a post-war Europe that 
would have eradicated all vestiges of the policy of encirclement practiced 
against Moscow since the end of First World War, did not not raise any 
objections with the British manipulation of the Greek affairs. The American 
position, however, in regards to the Balkans, reflected the new orientation 
of United States foreign policy in European affairs in post-war Europe. 
Energetic participation by Washington in the shaping of the war-turn 
countries of Eastern Europe and the Balkans, including Greece, provided for 
an American committment to the financial reconstruction of those countries 
through credits from the Bank of Export - Import3.

Political participation in the internal concerns of the recipients of this 
financial aid, of course, was not to be precluded, if not taken for granted 
under the circumstances. This scope of American foreign policy was to 
receive a new and diametrically opposite significance and direction under 
the man who on April of 1945 succeeded President Roosevelt as the 
President of the United States. The new occupant of the White House 
President Truman was to pursue an aggressive and at times hostile policy 
towards the Soviets in his desire to force Stalin to accept for the countries of 
Eastern Europe the inroads of American capitalism or the well-known Open 
Door policy4.

Not only the New Left school of historians held the above to be the root 
of the rift between the United States and the Soviet Union but other 
historians of American foreign relations in the post-war years5, interpreted

3. James Pedersen, Focal Point of Conflict: The United States and Greece. 1943-1946, 
University of Michigan, 1974, p. 119.

4. See the work of the founder of the school of the New Left, William Appleman Williams, 
The Tragedy of American Diplomacy rev. ed„ New York, 1962. Also the following works 
which tend to interpret the origins of the Cold War along the same eines: Gar Alperovich, 
Atomic Diplomacy: Hiroshima and Potsdan, New York, 1967, Carl Oglesby, Containment 
and Change, and David Horowitz, The Free World. Colossus, New York. 1965. Les K. Adlen, 
in his work The Red Image, articulates, convincily Ishould say, the immense changes 
portended in the direction of American domestic institutions and above all inthe foreign 
policy by the administrarion of Harry Truman on April 12, 1945. Les K. Adler, The Red 
Image. American Attitudes toward Communism in the Cold War Era. New York, 1991, pp. 
277-320.

5. Joseph R. Starobin. ‘‘Origins of the Cold War: The Communist Dimention”, Foreign 
Affairs, 47 (July 1969), 681-696.
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the origins of the Cold War essentially along the same lines. The Soviets, so 
these students of Soviet affairs believed, were less interested in spreading 
revolution than in safeguarding Russia from further attacks from the West as 
those delivered by Germany in 1914 and in 1941. A classic case being Poland. 
In discussing the fate of that country at the Yalta meeting Churchill had 
remarked that for England the Polish question was one of honor while Stalin 
replied that for Russia “it was one of life and death, adding that throughout 
history Poland has been the corridor for attack on Russia”6.

At the Potsdam meeting in the summer of 1945 the American miscon
ceptions of the Soviet intentions were intensified. While there is good reason 
to believe that Stalin in the summer of 1945 expected that the war- time 
cooperation of the Soviet Union with the United States was to continue7, 
President Truman made it plain that he expected that the Soviet Union was 
to share with Washington in the reorganization of the Eastern European 
countries. The Potsdam conference lay the roots which cultivated and 
nurtured the attitudes and the policies of the Cold War. Indeed, the foreign 
policy argument which shaped American diplomacy for the period of the 
fifties was that Soviet policy was propelled by a Marxist-Leninist ideology 
aiming at worldwide revolution rather than traditional power considerations 
such as security and spheres of influences.

The fundamental differences of the western allies and the Soviets became 
more pronounced at Potsdam over the question of Greece, minor as it 
seemed to be the issue. Stalin reacting to the American demands that the 
Anglo-Americans be accorded a determining role in the shaping of post-war 
Rumania and Bulgaria, questioned the continued British occupation of the 
country, Greece, even in an indirect way.

Greece, according to the Soviets, was a state at the threshold of civil war. 
The majority of its people were persecuted for political reasons and terrori
zed by gangs of the extreme right. It was therefore, imperative that the Var- 
kiza Agreement be implement the soonest the possible. A representative go-

6. “It is not only a question of honor for Russia, but one of life and death”. Statement by 
Stalin at the Yalta Conference. Foreign Relations of the United States, The Conferences at 
Malta and Yalta, 1945, pp. 667-671.

7. Stalin had advised as late as the end of 1945 leaders of the world communist movement 
such as Mao and Tito to avoid monopolizing the post-war conditions in their countries and to 
share with traditional bourgeoisie parties political power. Pratt, A History o f United States 
Foreign Policy, p. 434.
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vemment in the spirit of that agreement should be formed rather than to 
have elections supervised by the three allied governments as the Anglo- 
Americans were proposing, which under the circumstances were not 
feasible.

Another issue raised by Stalin was the aggressive by insolent expan
sionism devoit of any realism, proclaimed by the Athens government and 
aimed against the country’s northern neighbors. Jingoism was rampart in the 
right-wing circles of Greece, who in a wave of nationalism, seemed ready to 
come into border conflict with the newly established post-war Soviet led 
socialist regimes in the Balkans.

In the summer of 1945 both at home in Greece and in the international 
conferences, the EAM who still commanded the confidence of an undisputed 
majority of the Greek body politic, and the Soviet Union respectively, were 
exhibiting a market conciliatory policy aimed at achieving a compromise on 
the Greek impasse. The British presence in the country, the military one, was 
controversial and hard to defend it. It was not an “allied” operation and from 
the very beginning great pains had been undertaken by U.S. to ensure that it 
was a purely British undertaking. The Join Chiefs of Staff in the formulation 
of their policy toward Greece had stated that “as Combined U.S. and U.K. 
participation approved for Greece is limited for relief and rehabilitation the 
term ‘Allied’ must not be used and only proclamations relating exclusively 
to relief and rehabilitation may be issued all other proclamations relating to 
civil administration matters must be signed by a British commander”8.

Field Marshal Alexander was directed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff 
that in exercising his responsibility for operations in Greece9, he would act in 
his purely British capacity. He was to appoint a British commander, and 
nominate a British force to “conduct operations for occupation of Greece in 
the event of German withdrawal or surrender, to establish a Greek 
government and introduce relief supplies”10. All military action required by 
Alexander in the pursuance of the British led war against the EAM-ELAS 
was to be left to the discretion of the British Chiefs of Staff. The American 
military was irrevocably against any suggestions that it should share the 
burden of maintaining order in Greece, under no circumstances.

8. National Archives of the United States, RG 319, Records of the Army Staff ABC 
091.411 Greece-Yugo Sec. 1.

9. Ibid.
10. Ibid.
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Early in the summer of 1945 the turbulent conditions along the northern 
borders of Greece and the state of anarchy in the rest of the country made 
highly possible the creation of border incidents. Anticipating such a 
circumstance the commander of the Allied Forces Mediterranean suggested 
both to the Combined Chiefs of Staff and to the British Chiefs of Staff that he 
had issued orders to the commander land forces Greece that: “his task is still 
to support the Greek Government in the maintenance of law and order but 
that in the event of violations of the Greek frontier he should be prepared to 
support the Greek Government by concentrating the maximum force 
available in the affected area”11.

No such an aggressive policy could, however, be entertained in view of 
the fact that the Greek affair was involving a “private” war of the British with 
no appreciable allied participation. The British Chiefs of Staff already hard 
pressed to meet their commitments elsewhere could not consider commit
ting “British troops to any additional task of unpredictable dimentions”12. 
However, it was suggested by the British Chiefs of Staff that if American 
troops were to be despached in Greece a military action in the Balkans could 
have been made possible. American diplomatic support alone would not 
suffice. Consequently, they reverted back to the ascribed function of the 
British troops in Greece that is to “maintain internal order” but they would 
not” specifically disposed to assist in safeguarding the Greek frontiers, nor 
will they become involved in frontier incidents unless directly attacked”13.

In consultation with the War Department in Washington and the Join 
Chiefs of Staff the possibility of an active American military presence in 
Greece to augment the British forces there in an aggressive show of power in 
the northern frontier, advanced by the British, was rejected. The Americans 
insisted that the original agreement, designing operations in Greece as a 
“purely” British affair should be observed. And just as to prevent any 
misunderstanding on the future policy on Greece and the extent of American 
military involvement there, the Join Chiefs of Staff stated to their

11. Ibid
12. Ibid. RG 218, Records of the United States, Join Chiefs of Staff, CC S 381 Greece (7- 

12-45). Memorandum by the representatives of the British Chiefs of Staff of August 11,1945.
13. Communication by the British Chiefs of Staff to the War Department in Washington 

of September 5, 1945. Ibid.
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corresponding colleagues in Britain that “in future therefore no need for you 
to refer questions on policy in Greece to the Combined Chiefs of Staff14.

Failure of the British to stabilize the political conditions in Greece and the 
perpetuation of the by now chronic state of vacillating administrations in 
Athens, made by the fall of 1945 the corresponding burdens of the occu
pation of the country quite prohibitive. Both militarily and financially 
Britain was unable to bear the burden of sustaining the righ-wing 
governments of Athens. Plans were being formulated to enlist American 
support with the ultimate thought of having the United States “sharing the 
burden of responsibility now being borne solely by the United Kingdom in 
Greece”15 16. Such recommendations were first advanced by general Morgan 
the Allied Commander Mediterranean to the Commanding General of the 
American Forces in the region with the warning that the same recommenda
tions were made to London. The same British officer in a subsequent 
conference with the top American military official in Italy raised again the 
issue on November 23, 1945. This time General Morgan was more specific 
in his quest for American assistance. In view of the withdrawal of the 4rth 
Indian Division from Greece for assignment elsewhere, he was finding 
exceedingly difficult to replace it with equally combat effective units.

Little reliance, in his own admission, could be placed upon the Greek 
army units for the “maintenance of internal security”. Greece needed the 
presence of foreign troops until the political and the economic conditions in 
Greece had been stabilized. Consequently, it was his opinion that the 4rth 
Indian Division should be replaced by an American Infantry Division. That 
should be done at the earliest possible time and preferably prior to January 
of 1946’6. Not, of course, that such a scheme had the encouragement or 
support of the American military in the area. On the contrary they were 
suggesting that the War Department in Washington where the British

14. “OPD feels U.S. Chiefs should adhere to past stand of not commending on operations 
in Greece as U.S. participation is limited to introduction of relief supplies". Memorandum for 
the Secretary of War by the JCS of August 23, 1945. Ibid. RG 165 Records of the War 
Department General and Special Staffs. O.P.D. 336 TS (Section VI) (Cases 180-206).

15. Ibid., cases 207-230.
16. “The message points out the steadying effect which the presence of American troops 

would have in Greece and concludes with the opinion that the 4th Indian Division should be 
replaced by an American Infantry Division.
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request was forwarded should have “strongly opposed it” unless so directed 
by the White House.

American military’s reservations were justifiable. The War Department 
in a message to the Commanding General U.S. Army Forces Mediterranean 
was conclusively against any idea of involving American troops in Greece:

United States Government assumed no military responsibilities in the 
operations for liberating Greece and CMA since its liberation has followed 
policy of not sending United States armed forces to assist in maintaining 
stability in that country. The United States Government has no intention of 
changing is policy in this respect. State Department concurs in the 
foregoing17.

The picture painted by general Morgan to the American officials was 
indeed bleak. For the British official had alone communicated his concerns 
to the American military in Italy. As early as November 2, 1945, in a meeting 
that he had with the American ambassador to Italy Mr. Kirk had expounded 
on the Greek problem informing Kirk that the issue was of such complexity 
that Britain alone could not cope with it any longer. Citing the desperate 
economic conditions and also the “menace of Soviet influence in the 
Balkans”, he was of the opinion that unless the United States took a more 
active part the British ought to leave Greece altogether.

This was certainly the first time that a high ranking British official was 
even advancing such a drastic volte-face in British policy on Greece. 
Moreover, in his sounding of the American ambassador he dropped the idea 
that the British should share on a fifty-fifty basis the responsibility of 
maintaining the rightist regimes of the ultras in Greece. If the United States 
could not provide troops it would be sufficient to station “substantial air 
forces in the country”. Those proposals reflecting certainly the estimations 
of the people on the spot were being submitted to the British FTime Minister 
Clement Attlee so the later could bring the issue up in his forthcoming 
meeting with President Truman.

In view of these developments the War Department in Washington 
deemed necessary to forewarn the State Department of the military impli
cations if the United States were to become involved in the implementation

17. Ibid, Message by the Assistant Chief of Staff General J.E. Hull to the Commanding 
General of the American Forces Mediterranean of November 29, 19-45.
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of the new British policy on Greece. Reversing the British argument that 
Greece was being endangered by external factors. Secretary of War 
Paterson in his letter to the Secretary of State emphasized that the problem 
was an integral part of the old issue which had divided the country and led to 
the British military intervention in December of 1944. Only the presence of 
the British troops was preventing the recurrence of the civil war, that is, of 
course, that the British military occupation was keeping alive the regime 
imposed by the British in self-liberated Greece18.

No visible threats were possing against Greece from abroad, unless 
Greece herself was to initiate hostilities with Turkey. Aggression launched 
by Albania and Yugoslavia was a distict possibility and as such it could not be 
taken unequivocally. Little reliance was to be placed on the Greek armed 
forces either to defend the country from an external ‘threat” or to maintain 
“public order”. It was further observed that the Greek officer corp was 
aligned in party politics and in the event of a traditional political crisis it 
could very well split into opposing factions provoking thus a civil war19.

The British forces in Greece 50,000 strong comprised of two Divisions 
and one Armored Brigade and were deployed throughout Greece reen
forcing the regime in Athens and in essence providing the main source of 
authority to the British sustained Greek government. Their mission was 
twinfold, the “maintenance of internal order in conjunction with the 
establishment of a stable government”.

It was reckoned that if the United States were to participate on an equal 
footing with Britain to police Greece this would have required a force of 
about 25,000 men the approximate size of a reenforced Division. In case that 
the American military was to share the burden of establishing an effective 
force to assist the Greek administration against an “external” enemy it 
would have required a force of approximately 7 to 8 divisions that is about 
100,000 men.

However, no such a force was anywhere available due to the fact that 
American combat units were being discharged at a high rate so much so that 
the Pentagon was finding hard to procure manpower necessary to imple
ment commitments already in progress. These objections, on strictly

18. Ibid.. Letter of Secretary of War Pattersen to the Secretary of State of November 10. 
1945. Ibid.

19. Ibid.
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technical grounds did not touch on the political implications that such a 
policy could have on the United States.

For the United States by the end of 1945 for all intends and purposes was 
actively becoming involved in the Greek affairs gradually but methodically 
replacing Britain as the defender of the status quo20.

Greece became the testing ground for the Truman’s administration 
policies of confrontation with the Soviet Union21. Throughout 1946 the signs 
of this new orientation in Washington’s foreign policy multiplied. The 
spreading of the British army’s occupation of the Greek country-side, 
instead of pacifying the land, on the contrary provoked wide-spread anarchy 
and lawlessness. The hurriently recruited members of the Greek National 
Guard armed, trained and sustained by the British Military forces in Greece, 
accompanied by marauding rightist bands under the cover provided by the 
same British military forces instituted a state of white terror in the Greek 
provinces. Persecution, beatings, pillaging and wanton murdering of former 
followers of the EAM and sympathizers became a daily and alarming 
occurrence throughout Greece:

20. “Considerable anxiety in Greek Army and Navy over possibility of leftists coming to 
power should present left center govt, prove unable to carry on. Reliable senior Greek naval 
officer last night stated that 90% Navy desires take action in such event. Military attach 
estimates 80% officers and possibly 60% men in army in similar mood”. Ibid, Navy 
Department. Message of the American Naval Attach in Athens to the Navy Department of 
December 22, 1945.

The financial commitments of the United States to sustain the British continued 
occupation of Greece were progressively in 1945-46 increasing at an alarming pace, 
indicative of the new positions of the Truman administration to replace Britain as the 
occupying force in Greece. UNRRA had contributed an amount of $420,000,000 chiefly of US 
origin by the end of 1946. “The US has extended a Surplus Property Credit of $45,000,000 
together with an Export-Import Bank loan of $25,000,000 and the Federal Reserve Bank has 
extended short-term loans secured by Greece’s gold holdings with the Bank. The US 
Maritime Commission has granted a credit of $45,000,000 for the purchase of ships to replace 
Greece’s lost tonnage. "Ibid, NNMM CIA Reference Box, series “ORE” 1947.

21. See the interesting analysis of Kuniholm in his latest work The Origins of the Cold 
War in the Near East: Great Power Conflict and Diplomacy in Iran Turkey and Greece, 
Princeton, 1980, where the interesting thesis is advanced that the Cold War owes a great deal 
to the increased American interest in the areas of Iran, Turkey and Greece and not only to the 
affairs of eastern Europe.
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Rightist civilians in ASTAKOS have taken the law into their own hands 
presumably as a result of the explosion in the ELAS arms dump on 5 June. 
They entered the civil prison without interference from the Greek National 
guard soldiers on guard, removed several supposed communist prisoners 
and beat them up. One of these thus attacked have died22.

An all of these were sanctioned if not protected by the British military 
occupation forces:

Western and Central Macedonia are now practically completely 
occupied by British Units and National Guard troops. A few clashes have 
been reported. For example in Kilkis23 the National Guard broke up KKE 
HQ on 12 March; in Edhessa on 8 March they tried to disperse a KKE 
demonstration, with one corpse resulting; in Verria on 9 March an ELAS 
memorial was pulled down overnight, for which EAM blamed the National 
Guard, and on 13 March occurred a clash in which 5 civilians were killed, 
including the local secretary of EPON, though it is not clear by whom24.

The terror was widespread engulfing all of Greece no provinces escaping 
the revenge of the British-protected National Guardsmen:

Continued beatings of leftists by Greek National Guard soldiers is causing 
increased tension in LEPHKAS... The EAM Committee called on “Z” Coy 
of 2 Royal Fusiliers who arranged a meeting between EAM and Nationalist 
Committee25.

Special committees were hurriently drawn up in the State Department 
and other Departments of the administration to examine at a close range 
events in Greece in anticipation of the inevitable American participation in 
the internal developments in Greece. The American view was, on the

22. National Archives of the United States, RG 38 Records o f the Office of the Chief of 
Naval Operations. Report by the American Assistant Naval attache at Patras Lieut. E.H. 
Griffith of June 18. 1945.

23. In another report of the same incident the following were reported: “It is reported 
from Kilkis that on the night of 14/15 March a party of officers and enlisted men raided the 
KKE offices, and that on 17 March in Salonika a few members of a newly arrived Brigade 
attacked vendors and readers of the Left newspapers..." Ibid. Report by the Naval Attache of 
the United States of March 30, 1945.

24. Ibid of March 24. 1945.
25. Ibid of June 25. 1945.

a·.
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strength of information received from Greece like the above quoted, that 
Washington could not provide any diplomatic support to the government in 
Athens either at the Security Council or most importantly, at the Council of 
Foreign Ministers. In the last body the West was dominating but “in any 
event, it does not appear that the U.S. should initiate any proposal for such 
investigation, not only because of the lack of favorable prospects but also 
because of the questionable practicability with respect to timing26.

The pogroms, proscriptions, and the campaign of intimidation syste
matically applied by the government in its frantic efforts to cow its oppo
nents into submission had created a state of anarchy in the country to the 
great embarrassment of the Anglo-Americans sponsors:

The present does not find the Greek government in a position to 
favorably withstand investigation. The Royalist majority has not had 
sufficient time to organize a government and the lack of a properly formed 
government together with continuing internal strife finds Greece in an 
undesirable position. An investigation now might possibly reveal Greek 
maltreatment of minorities and also a possible pro-Communist leaning on 
the part of local groups27.

And precisely the deteriorating conditions in Greece, the inability of the 
governmental forces to overcome the passive resistance of the bulk of the 
rank and file of the rural population was becoming a subject of the highest 
concern in the American military. In the fall of 1946 the top echelons of the 
Defense Department were expressing their fears that the “deteriorating” 
situation in Greece could have meant the “loss” of Greece to the western 
powers. General Chamberlain of the Intelligence Division in a memo
randum to the Chief of Plans and Operations of the War Department 
General Norstad emphasized the preoccupation of the American military 
with the developments in Greece and in fact went as far as to propose 
concrete measures to contain that “danger”. Stopping sort of suggesting the 
employment of American military forces General Chamberlain, was 
proposing the granting of material and credit for the governmental forces 
and assistance in the way of military equipment via the British.

26. Ibid, Army Staff, P. 091 Greece (section II) (cases 11-20).
27. Ibid, Memorandum for the record by Colonel Lee on a meeting “What to do in and 

about Greece”, of October 29, 1946.
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A civilian program would compliment the above, one geared to improve 
the communications in Thessaly and in Macedonia. This one would have to 
employ, in supervisory capacities, American technical personnel, but 
mainly in the words of its author, provide employment to “large number” of 
peasants who thus would be render impervious to communist infiltration28.

Reflecting on the “growing concern” and the “seriousness” by which the 
American military and diplomatic leadership was exhibiting towards the 
inability of the government of Athens to stabilize a pro-westem regime in 
Greece General Norstad assured his colleague that all “practicable measures 
should be taken to help hold the line in the Near East”29. Only because the 
existing legislation since the termination of the Lend-Lease the United States 
could not institute a massive assistance program for Greece. Thoughts as 
such could not in any way reflected individual anxieties on the part of the 
military but rather they were signs of an increased awareness by the Truman 
administration that notwithstanding the massive British presence in Greece 
the government could not face the increasing social agitation.

The problem was to be intensified and the Truman administration was to 
be squarely addressing itself to the issue when at the end of 1946 it had 
become apparent that the British could not any longer sustain financially the 
government of Athens. British reluctance if not sheer impotence to maintain 
their commitments was officially transmitted to Washington in a series of 
memorandums at the first part of February 1947. Reminding the State 
Department that London, on “strategical and political grounds”, believed 
that Greece should not be allowed to fall under Soviet influence, brought 
forward a series of American official pronouncements emphasizing the 
acute interest on the part of the United States to preserve the area as 
“western” enclave in the Balkans. Indeed, throughout 1946 Secretary of 
State Byrnes precisely for the reasons outlined above, had taken the 
initiative to assure the British government that the United States was to 
assume the economic responsibility of the operation to keep the govern
ment of Athens afloat. Economic injection was a must for the governmental 
economy, if Athens was to withstand what was certain to be a “widespread

28. Ibid, Memorandum for General Chamberlain by General Lauris Norstad Director of 
Plans and Operations of December 17, 1946.

29. Ibid
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starvation and consequent political disturbances during the present years”30.
However, not only the financial burden was slated for the United States. 

Progressively, Britain was abandoning also the military side of her 
engagement in Greece and the United States was called to fill in the gap:

On various occasions subsequent to the meeting referred above the 
United States Government have exchanged views with His Majesty’s 
Government, indicating the acute interest of the United States Government 
in the future of Greece, and from these exchanges His Majesty’s 
Government have understood that the United States Government does not 
exclude the possibility of helping Greece on the military side as well as the 
economic31.

In as far as the military was concerned the British had most categorically 
warned the Americans that London was to pay the foreign exchange cost of 
the Greek governmental forces32 up and until March 31, 1947. To the British 
military experts it was abundantly evident that only a pursuance of a 
dynamic policy, the forceful suppression of all dissidents, would have 
secured the authority of the administration they had established in Athens:

There is also complete agreement that thought measures of political 
conciliation could and should be possible and in fact have already been 
adumbrated, force must also be used since hard core of armed resistance to 
the State’s authority is composed of Communists and bandits who, with 
foreign moral and material support, are not susceptible to conciliation by

30. “All competent observers on the economic as well as on the political and military 
sides have agreed that the restoration of public confidence is essential to the economic 
recovery; public confidence cannot be in fact be restored except by asserting the States 
authority over rebel bands who are as yet defying it”. Ibid, Appendix “A” to the British Aide- 
Memoire to the State Department of February 1947.

31. Ibid.
32. “The British estimate that the total cost of Greek civilian and military needs in 1947 will 

be between $240 and $280 million of which the British propose to provide something (an 
amount not clearly specified) during the first three months of the year. They propose that the 
United States undertake the burden for the remainder of the year by providing money for the 
civil economy and the army as well as military equipment for the army”. Ibid, Memorandum 
by the State Department to the Secretary of War of February 26, 1947.
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any Administration even remotely acceptable to the bulk of the 
population33.

To the British military experts it had become more than evident that the 
English forces stationed in Greece and the indigenous ones, military and 
gendarmery combined, superior as they were to the scattered forces of the 
opponents of the government in Athens, seemed “inadequate” to cope with 
what was shaping as a popular revolution. Since the “appeal” to the United 
States to undertake immediately the financial and the military respon
sibilities to salvage the government of Athens and uphold British interests in 
the Mediterranean. The “extreme urgency” of the situation was cited by the 
British government in its aide memoire to Washington to justify the 
former’s categorical demand that the United States should assume as of April 
1, 1947, ‘the financial burden, of which the major part has hitherto been 
borne by His Majesty’s Government”34.

However, no such “appeals” were necessary. In addition to the commi
tments already assumed by the Secretary of State Mr. Byrnes35, binding as 
they were, Washington had had far more substantial reasons to consider in 
assessing the British request. In the developing confrontation with the 
Soviet Union Greece was judged to be “important from the standpoint of 
U.S. security”, to be left to come under a leftist regime. And it was, in the 
words of the State Department, a test case of the willingness of the United 
States to uphold western commitments in an area where Britain was 
relinquishing her position. American reaction would be used as a barometer 
to determine future British policies and the attitude of Britain toward 
Moscow36.

33. This is a very significant evidence that the British and later the Americans would have 
refused any attempt to reconcile the civil strife in Greece, preferring instead of arranged 
peace where all the parties involved in the civil war could have come together with mutual 
compromises, a total victory of the governmental forces. Ibid, Appendix “A” to the Aide 
Memoire of February 5, 1947. Italics mine.

34. Ibid. Aide Memoire, p. 4.
35. See the Henderson Memorandum Regarding Greece which was drafted as early as 

September 25, 1946. Ibid DS 868.00/10-846.
36. The view advanced by Pedersen that Britain could come to terms with the Soviet 

Union vis a vis spheres of “influences" instead of resisting the Soviets in the case that the 
United States should show an indifference is a valid one. However, nothing of the short could 
be contemplated since the United States were already heavily committed to the preservation
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The State Department did not, the War and the Navy Departments 
concurring, believed that military support for Greece could have any 
repercussions in as far as the Balkan countries were concerned and the 
Soviet Union. Moreover, the intelligence agencies of the Anglo-Americans 
were assuring the government in Washington that a foreign interference in 
the domestic affairs of Greece would not have any reverberations among the 
indigenous element of the population. And significally, the Balkan countries 
and the Soviet Union, it was assumed, would not have responded in kind with 
the massive American aid to the government in Athens37.

Britain’s Aide Memoire of February 21, 1947, was as abrupt as it was 
catalytic for the American policy. The fervent and arduous consultations it 
left in its wake thrust in a sharp if not all unexpected38 new orientation in 
American foreign policy. Concrete steps will be initiated to enforce a 
dynamic policy of material confrontation with the Soviet Union, Greece 
providing the ground and the pretext for it. Britain’s proclaimed inability to 
withstand any longer the active confrontation with the demands of the post
war realities in Europe placed squarely into the hands of the administration 
in Washington, eager to revise the policies of cooperation practiced during 
the war by the Roosevelt group39, the responsibility to implement the 
policies of containment against the Soviet Union.

The Secretaries of State, War and the Navy at an emergency meeting sent 
to the President the following plant to be adopted for action in Greece:

a. Other agencies of the Government would be consulted with a view to 
assisting Greece.

of the western “outposts”. Pedersen, Focal Point of Conflict: The United States and Greece, 
1943-1947, p. 337.

37. National Archives of the United States, Army Staff 091 Greece, Memorandum for the 
Secretary of War of February 26, 1947.

38. Eduard Mark, “American Policy toward Eastern Europe and the Origins of the Cold 
War, 1941-1946: An Alternative Interpretation”, The Journal of American History, Vol. 68 
No. 2 (September 1981) 313-319. While the author attempts to hold a middle road between the 
traditional historians on the cold war and the revisionists he does not fail from underscoring 
the fact that the road to the Cold War was intensified and imposed upon the Soviet Union by 
the Truman administration.

39. Lynn E. Davis, The Cold War Begins: Soviet-American Conflict over Eastern 
Europe, Princeton, 1974, pp. 170-171; Geir Lundestad, The American Non-Policy towards 
Eastern Europe, Oslo, 1975, pp. 424-425.
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b. Every effort would be made toward alleviating present Greek financial 
situation at once.

c. The problem would be discussed frankly with Administration and 
Congressional leaders.

d. Legislation would be drafted permitting loans, credits and military 
supplies to be provided to Greece.

e. Measures would be taken immediately to transfer to Greece available 
military equipment urgently needed by the Greeks. Representatives of U.S. 
and British armed forces would consult informally in Washington.

f. Measures would be taken to inform the public of the situation40.

President Truman was in full accord with the measures and sought, in 
consultation with the Congressional leaders, to muster support for the first 
active American involvement in the opening confrontation with the Soviet 
Union41. Presidential sanction induced the functionaries of both the State and 
the War Departments into feverish search for appropriate means to put into 
practice, even before the legislative assent had been given. To expedite 
therefore action on the “approved” policy a committee was at once formed 
of representatives from the State, Navy and State Departments under the 
chairmanship of a War Department representative. This committee had as 
its main task ‘the responsibility for procurement, delivery and effective 
distribution for employment of military supplies and equipment by the 
Greeks”42. It was a sequel of previously held consultations with the British 
Join Staff Mission in Washington with the P & O where the need for a 
reinforcement of the Greek army was stressed and it had been then 
considered imperative to require and reorganize the government forces for 
an all out campaign against the insurgent beginning April 1, 1947.

It was the opinion of the State Department, Dean Acheson in particular, 
that all projected American military “aid” be administered and supervised by 
American officers on the spot, thus introducing, in its initial phase, the 
American military in the evolving war in Greece43. General Chamberlin was

40. National Archives of the United States, Army Staff 091.4N Greece-Yugos., Sec. 1. 
Memorandum to the Chief of Staff by General Norstad of the Office of Plans and Operations 
of March 1, 1947.

41. Ibid. See the letter of Dean Acheson to the Secretary of War of March 6, 1947.
42. Ibid.
43. Ibid.
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preparing the ground for the “Americanization” of the conflict in Greece and 
in conjunction with the State Department views was envisioning that the 
operation in Greece should be undertaken as a purely American one. He was 
in disagreement with Colonel Smith’s44 views that the American aid should 
be chandelled through the existing British organization in Greece. On the 
contrary he was instructing the American military authorities in Europe that 
the American aid should be entrusted directly to American personnel with 
full executive powers:

As to form of U.S. participation, it is essential that the organization be set 
up so that it is clearly apparent that the U.S. is operating in parallel and in 
cooperation with the British rather than subordinate to them or dealing with 
the Greeks through the British mission45.

Of course, at this early stage, General Chamberlin was not anticipating 
that it would have been necessary to have an independently operating 
military mission. Rather it was figured that it would have taken a limited 
number of officers operating under the overall direction of the economic 
mission to which it would have to entrust the main responsibility for the 
administration of the American programs.

Already, the Greek government fully aware of the swift introduction of 
the American might to the area was addressing requests, to Washington 
through might to ite area the liaison American officers attached in the 
military attache’s office in Athens. Programs were drawn up for the 
maintenance by the Americans of an army of 120,000 and were being 
submitted to the War Office in Washington46. Other estimates by the 
representatives of the P & O were referring to an initial cost of roughly $ 
154,000,000 for an army of 150,000 men47. However, no obligations could be 
promised, the Greek government was forewarned, until the authorizing 
legislation was passed and more specifically not until “specific directives are 
issued”.

That this was not to be a clandestine kind of operation or a hasty one had

44. Ibid Top Secret cable tot he Commander of the American Forces in Europe by 
General Chamberlin.

45. Ibid.
46. Ibid Memorandum by the P & O on the subject of “Military Aid to Greece’’ of March 

24, 1947.
47. Ibid.
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apparently failed the attention of the government in Athens. Dean Acheson 
and the administration in Washington were making Greece the focal point of 
a much broader foreign policy direction. In writting to the Secretary of War 
Patterson, Acheson was giving an indication of the new orientations of 
America’s foreign policy: “I agree with you that we are embarked on a broad 
program to save the peace and to strengthen the United Nations and I agree 
thoroughly with you that the Congress and the American public should be 
given the fullest information on the gravity of the situations of this short 
wherever they arise in the world and of their direct relation to the security of 
the United States”48.

This preamble about the “security of the United States” was to be the 
prevailing force in the Bill S 938 introduced in the Senate by the Truman 
administration to secure the legislative approval for the legitimatization of 
American intervention in force in the shaping civil war in Greece. The 
president was enpowered to “furnish” aid to Greece “when he deems it in the 
interest of the United States” and also to detail a “limited number of 
members of the military services of the United States” to assist Greece in “an 
advisory capacity only”49. Furthermore, the United States would undertake 
the instruction and training of the personnel of the armed forces of Greece. 
All expenditures made toward the reinforcement of the Greek governmental 
forces would have to be under the direct supervision of the United States 
Government so as to “ensure their proper utilization”.

Thus the ground was paved for the taking over of the shaping civil war in 
Greece by the United States and the consequent minimization of the 
importance of the British presence in Greece. The administration of the 
fiscal policies of the government in Athens by American representatives on 
the spot50, a sine qua non for the allocation of the “aid” entailed a firm hold 
over Greece’s political administration to a degree unprecedented even for 
Greece. In the armed forces not only the leadership had to conform to the 
dictates of the American military dispatched to Greece but the role of the 
army was to be modified to meet the specific needs as they were perceived 
by the American dictated needs and Balkan outlook.

48. Ibid. Letter of Dean Acheson to the Secretary of war of April 1, 1947.
49. Ibid. 400.336 Greece. 80th Congress, 1st Session, S. 938, A Bill to Provide for 

Assistance to Greece and Turkey, p. 2.
50. Ibid, Special Ad hoc Committee Draft Working Report on Greece. Letter of 

Introduction to the Chief of the American Mission for Aid to Greece, p. 2.
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The future role of the Greek armed forces was also to be determined for 
years to come by the American mission in accordance with the strategic 
requirements of America’s security. At this early stage it was envisioned that 
the Greek army and the Greek gendarmerie would have as their primary 
mission to maintain the internal order51, in essence to safeguard the regime 
to be evolved from the coming civil war conflict.

On May 24, 1947, an advance party of the United States Army Group, of 
the American Mission to Greece which officially came into being when 
Truman had signed the legislation authorizing the extension “of financial and 
advisory assistance” to Greece, arrived in Athens. The army group was 
organized under the command of Colonel Charles R. Lehner on April 14, 
1947 in Washington. Its original task was basically to provide “advisory” 
services to the Greek armed forces, to determine what supplies and 
equipment were needed by the Greek government’s “national” army and of 
“regulating the distribution of these supplies under conditions provided for 
in the congressional legislation”.

Composed of Colonel Lehner, five additional officers and one enlisted 
man the party was met at the Athens airport by members of the British 
military mission, officers of the Greek General Staff, and American embassy 
representatives. Fourteen additional officers and two enlisted men arrived in 
Athens on Thursday May 29, 1947, and were quartered on the third floor of 
the Metochikon Tameion Stratou Building in the center of the most 
fashionable down town district of Athens. The nucleus of the American 
military mission in the first fortnight of its existence in Greece set the pause 
of its future administration of Greece’s armed forces. It “enlarged its circle 
of acquaintance with key British, Greek and American personnel, it pushed 
its inquiries into the field; transportation and supply corps personnel, visited 
docks and warehouse facilities, signal corps personnel, inspected radio 
installations, and ordnance personnel, ascertained the status of gunnery 
equipment, vehicles and ammunition”.

On June 19, 1947, Major General William G. Livesay came to Athens and 
assumed command of the United States Army Group Greece. By July 31, 
1947, twenty four officers were assigned to duty in Greece along with six 
more attached. They were assisted by seventeen War Department 
employees along several enlisted men.
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It would be a misinterpretation of American intentions if we were to 
assume that the American presence to Greece would be confined only to 
matters pertaining to the armed forces supply and reconstruction. Its stated 
goal to “assist in the re-establishment of economic well-being in Greece to 
the extent that further Greek needs for financial assistance may be met by 
international organizations such as the International Bank and that Greece 
may ultimately become self-supporting” 303, provided the pretext for an 
onslaught on the “unreliable left-communist coalition”, and became the 
advent of the “American” period in post war Greece ending in the late fifties.


